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AP STYLE HIGHLIGHTS

Only use abbreviates for street 
titles with numbered addresses, and 
always use numerical figures for 
address numbers:

9 Pennsylvania Ave.

Write out ages only when the 
information is pertinent, such as 
profiles, obituaries, significant 
career milestones or achievements 
unusual for the person’s age. Always 
write the age with numerical figures:

The 13-year-old student enjoyed 
touring the campus though college is 

years away.

Write dimensions in numerical 
figures with the depth, height, length 
or width indicator written out as 
well:

The container is 4 feet by 7 inches 
deep.

For highway designations, spell 
out highways identified by number. 
Capitalize, but do not hyphenate 
when a letter is appended to a 
highway number:

U.S. Highway 1
Route 1A

Use active voice, not passive voice:

(active) Our new volunteers visited the 
INCubator.

not

(passive) The INCubator was visited by 
our new volunteers.

Addresses: 
Do not abbreviate compass points if 
the address is not numbered:

East 42nd Street

Abbreviate compass points used to 
indicate directional ends of a street 
or quadrants of a city in numbered 
addresses: 

222 E. 42nd St.

When used as street names, spell 
out and capitalize First through 
Ninth. Use figures with (not 
superscript) letters for 10th and 
above:

7 Fifth Ave.
100 21st St.

Spell out and capitalize street titles 
when they are used alone or with 
more than one street name:

Massachusetts and Pennsylvania 
avenues



Use hyphens only to avoid ambiguity 
or to form a single idea from multiple 
words:

We have a full-time job opening for a 
quick-witted marketing professional.

When a month is used with a 
specific date, abbreviate only the 
following months:

Jan., Feb., Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov. and 
Dec.

Nonprofit is written as one 
unhyphenated word.

Spell out numbers one through nine 
(unless the numbers are related to 
academic courses, addresses, ages, 
dates, dimensions or time), but 
always use figures for numbers 10 
and above:

Six dogs and 12 cats have been 
adopted from the shelter on 16th street. 

Do not use Oxford commas:

Entrepreneurship news, how-to articles 
and Chattanooga Chamber updates 
form the core of our Business Trend 

magazine.

Use parentheses sparingly. 

Use periods in the abbreviation for 
P.O. Box numbers.
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To indicate that a person possesses 
something, put the apostrophe 
before, and not behind, the “s”—
unless there is an “s” already at the 
end of the name. 

Sarah Einstein’s book offers helpful 
insights.

Henry James’ book provides helpful 
insights.

Indicate publication titles using only 
quotations and never italics.

Do not use periods in quadrant 
abbreviations for the following 
quadrants:

NW and SE

Use quotation marks to surround 
the exact words of a speaker, 
composition title, nickname, use of 
irony and terms not familiar to the 
audience. The period and comma 
always go within the quotation 
marks:

“We learned more than we expected,” 
Jim Smith, the “Nutty Professor,” says.

For school grades, use figures for 
grades 10 and above. Spell out the 
first through the ninth grades:

Her daughter is in the third grade.

My 11th grade class is reading 
Shakespeare.
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Startup is one word.

The word state is lowercased when 
used to introduce a state or state 
object:

The state of Georgia is nearby. 

Tennessee’s state funds are at an all-
time high.

Use state abbreviations in 
conjunction with the names of cities 
and towns in datelines and lists. 
State abbreviations should not be 
used in the body of a story. 

The eight states that are never 
abbreviated, even in datelines and 
lists, are: Alaska, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, 
Maine, Ohio, Texas and Utah. 

Times:
Use numerical figures for all times 
except:

Noon and Midnight

Time of day notations should be 
lower-case and marked with periods 
(this rule not necessarily applicable 
to creative):

p.m.

When listing a time on the hour, 
eliminate the colon and double zero:

1 p.m.

Do not repeat usage of a.m. or p.m. 
in time ranges:

2 - 5 p.m.

8 - 9:30 a.m.

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
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CHAMBER SPECIFIC 
GUIDELINES

On second reference:

We’re proud of the Southside Council.

After that:

The Council met several of its 
goals.

To denote a doctorate degree, on 
first reference use the full name 
followed by a comma and the 
abbreviated academic degree:

Sandy Jones, Ph.D., visited the 
Chamber EXPO.

On subsequent references, use only 
the last name.

The INC in INCubator is always 
capitalized. 

Always write out the name of our 
organization on first reference: 

The Chattanooga Chamber of 
Commerce

On second reference, write: 

Chattanooga Chamber

If audience is local:

The Chamber

Do not include a period at the end 
of phrases attached to bullet points. 
Use periods only if the bulleted text 
is a full sentence, and strive to be 
consistent with either all phrases 
or all sentences in a set of bullet 
points.  

Calendar events should be ordered 
and formatted as follows:

Abbreviated Month followed by 
Numerical Day followed by Event 
Title 
Time Frame
Location
Brief Description
Speaker(s):
Cost

For example:

Feb. 5 QuickBooks Online: Course 1 
- Basics & Set Up 
2 to 5 p.m.
INCubator: 100 Cherokee Blvd. 
Join us for an overview of how it 
works and learn best practices for 
bookkeeping.  
Speaker: Lynn Talbott, MBA
$125

Refer to the Chamber Councils of the 
Chattanooga Chamber of Commerce 
with the word “Chamber” in front of 
“Council” on first reference:

Visit the Southside Chamber Council.
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When writing out a website, only 
include website name and domain:
ChattanoogaTrend.com

Use “is” and conjugations (“am,” 
“are,” “was”) sparingly in favor of 
more creative verbs, unless writing 
emails and news releases where 
brevity is paramount:

At Open House, Chamber members 
celebrated a stellar year of award-

winning work supporting the business 
community. 

not

The Chamber’s Open House event was 
celebratory.

Phone numbers should be written 
with periods rather than dashes:

423.763.2121

Quote a subject or source in an 
article by using “says.” The quote 
followed by “says” goes before the 
name, with the title behind the name:

“This change is nothing new,” says 
Tripp Stanford, Search Engine 
Optimizer, Papercut Interactive.

On second reference use only the 
source’s last name followed by “says”:

“Adjustments like this have been fairly 
consistent over the past decade,” 

Stanford says.

For news release quotes, attribute as
“said” instead of “says.”
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GOOD WORDS
These words provide a great place to start when writing 

about the Chamber.


